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Preface
With manufacturers building control mechanisms into their
analytical systems, laboratories are interested in customi ing their
uality control systems on the basis of ris analysis and the remaining
failure modes, i.e., errors that still may occur and affect the uality
of laboratory testing. he focus in this boo is on the development
of Analytic Quality Control lans to t the needs of a particular
analytic instrument as operated in an individual medical laboratory.
he QC issues discussed in this boo trace their origin to
C
s 200 interpretative guidelines for
uivalent QC ( QC),
which allow laboratories to reduce the fre uency of QC from 2 lev
els of controls per day to 2 per wee or even 2 per month. here is
no scienti c evidence to support the e uivalence of these practices
to traditional QC procedures. here is no proof that these reduced
QC fre uency protocols provide ade uate error detection or patient
safety, even though C
prescribed validation protocols in order
to ualify for reduced QC fre uency. hose validation protocols
themselves are not valid.
he QC guidelines seem to be driven by a desire to simplify
QC practices, particularly for oint of Care applications where op
erators have little e perience in doing laboratory tests and minimal
nowledge of traditional QC practices.
ecause of concerns and
urgings of both manufacturers and laboratories, C I initiated a
pro ect to develop a new guideline for QC procedures based on ris
analysis.
hat guideline is nown as
2
aboratory Quality
Control based on is
anagement.
anufacturers are generally familiar with ris analysis be
cause of practices recommended in I
1
1 Application of ris
management to medical devices. edical laboratories, on the other
hand, have little or no e perience with formal ris analysis. We,
li e others, had to start from scratch to study ris analysis in order
to understand its potential application for developing Analytic QC
lans. In the process of learning about ris analysis, we e amined
the ris models and the reliability of particular techni ues for es
timation or calculation of ris . We assessed the practicality of the
ris analysis methodology that was being recommended.
n the
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basis of our studies, we concluded there could be serious problems
in implementing the C I guidance unless additional educational
materials and training programs are made available to laboratories.
his boo is part of our efforts to provide more practical and
uantitative guidance for the application of ris analysis in medical
laboratories. In art I, irst, do no harm , we consider the problems
and issues that must be addressed within the overall framewor for
managing analytical uality in a medical laboratory. In art II, I
and C I uidance, we review several international and national
consensus standards, including I
1
1, I
22
,I
1 1 ,
C I C2 , C I
1 , and C I
2 . In art III,
ethodology
and ools, we recommend adoption and adaptation of the C ( oint
Commission) roactive is
eduction methodology and illustrate
the application of many of the tools that are useful for developing
Analytic QC lans. ur resulting methodology employs a more
rigorous ris analysis model and a more uantitative approach for
assessment of the residual ris of an Analytic QC lan.
As uality management systems evolve, ris analysis should
be integrated with e isting practices, particularly with i igma
concepts, principles, tools, and metrics. hat is the basis of our
approach in i igma is Analysis. i igma is inherently ris
oriented in its de nition of tolerance limits, estimation of defects,
and characteri ation of defect rates. is models, when properly
applied, can provide estimates of the number of defective test results
that may produced by a laboratory. uch defective test results are
potentially harmful or ha ardous to the health of our patients.
iven that i igma is Analysis is a more advanced and
comple sub ect, it will re uire more e tensive and more thorough
study than some of our previous boo s. his boo assumes a basic
nowledge of uality control, such as found in our boo on Basic QC
Practices that describes the principles and procedures for imple
menting tatistical QC to monitor the performance of the methods
in your laboratory. It assumes nowledge of the e perimental and
statistical techni ues for evaluating the analytical performance of
measurement procedures, such as found in our boo Basic Method
Validation. It also builds on i
igma concepts, principles, and
tools, as found in our boo on Six Sigma Quality Design and Control
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and in our boo on Assuring the Right Quality Right, which focuses
on the design of tatistical QC procedures to verify the attainment
of the intended uality of test results (the technical re uirement for
QC as stated in I
1 1 ).

A Note on ISO standards and CLSI guidelines
As of the time of this printing, the C I
2 was not yet nali ed
and accepted as a guideline. Nevertheless, the nal shape of the
document is complete.
ut in that spirit, readers should note that each standard,
guideline, and regulation is inevitably a moving target. I
and C I
continuously review and attempt to improve their documents, and
every few years they issue an update. he regulatory and accredi
tation bodies (C IA, CA , C, etc.) do the same. hus, the speci c
language of some of these standards will change. owever, as you
are probably well aware, large changes in regulatory policy are rare.
It is unli ely that ma or changes will occur that change the goals of
these organi ations and their recommendations.
It is also im ortant to note that this boo is N T meant
to re lace or substitute for IS standards or CLSI guidelines.
Laboratories are strongly encouraged to urchase the s eci c documents that they intend to use in their o erations.
or a manufacturer or laboratory that intends to implement is
Analysis, it will not be suf cient to read ust this boo .
Where this boo can be helpful is to give an overview and a
comparison of I , C I, and C recommendations. aboratories
may be able to decide which documents to purchase, as well as how
to reconcile the differences between the different standards and
guidelines.
he other uni ue feature of this boo is the igma metric ap
proach. While the other recommendations tend to be vague on how to
ran and udge the acceptability of ris , this boo is very uantitative
and data driven. Assessing your ris on the igma scale will give
you a concrete estimate of its residual ris and impact on patient
care. he combination of i igma and is Analysis can provide
powerful tools and techni ues to the medical laboratory.
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Acknowledgments
irst and foremost, ten Westgard made this boo possible
through his perspective on ris analysis in the world outside the
laboratory, his interest that we nd a way to help laboratories do a
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But wait, there’s more!
his boo is not long enough to contain all the tools and lessons that
we want to ma e available to you. o we ve put some more online.
or readers who have purchased this boo , additional tools
available online. or e ample, a set of power function curves that
show the error detection and false re ection capabililites of Average
of Normals (AoN) QC procedures.
isit http www.westgard.com ris e tras.htm for more de
tails. ou ll be given a lin to a special location, along with password
instructions.
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Anal

ing and Assessing

isk

with Sten Westgard, MS
What is

is Management

isting I
guidelines and emerging C I guidelines recom
mend that ris management be applied in healthcare laboratories.
aboratories face a learning curve that includes basic concepts and
terminology, as well as practical applications for the total testing
process. ur particular interest here is the application of ris man
agement to the analytical portion of the testing process, particularly
the development of an Analytical QC lan that ta es into account
the potential ris of a particular test, its analytical methodology,
and its application in a laboratory environment.

We want to be forthright about our concern about the ap
plication of ris management in healthcare laboratories. We agree
with the principles of ris management to prevent problems from
occurring and reduce harm to patients when problems do occur. It
would be ideal if errors can be prevented by manufacturers in their
design of analytic systems and minimi ed by built in controls and
instrument chec s, but laboratories are still responsible to eri y
the attainment o the intended uality o test results according to
I
1 1
1 . We believe that means tatistical QC should be a
ma or part of any Analytical QC lan. Also, we have reservations
about practice guidelines that are emerging, particularly in the
where the drive has been to reduce the amount of QC performed,
rather than to o timi e QC to guarantee the uality of test results.
ur purpose here is to demonstrate that the principles of ris
management can be related and applied uantitatively as part of
analytical uality management and with the application of tradi
tional QC. o accomplish this, we will review the principles of
ris management, de ne the terms to clarify the ris management
rocess, focus on the steps involved with ris assessment and a
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commonly used tool
ailure ode ffects Analysis (
A), then
demonstrate how its application to analytical testing can be related
to the igma performance of analytical methods and systems.

An all too rief histor of isk

anagement

eter ernstein, author of Against the ods he Remar a le Story
o Ris 2 , places the birth of is (as we now it) in a coffee house in
ondon around the year 1
. dward loyd, the enterprising owner
of the tarbuc s of his day, noticed his customers mostly sailors
and ship captains, since he was near the doc s had an insatiable
thirst for information about the arrivals and departures of ships, as
well as details on sea conditions and news in foreign countries. e
published all of this information in what became nown as loyd s
ist. All of this information, assembled together, dramatically
improved the ability to launch new ventures.
A nyone who was see ing insurance would go to a ro er who
would then haw the ris to the indi idual ris ta ers who gathered
in the co ee houses or in the recincts o the Royal xchange hen
a deal was closed the ris ta er would con rm the agreement to
co er the loss in return or a s eci ed remium y writing his name
under the terms o the contract soon these one man insurance
o erators came to e nown as underwriters
In 1 1, nearly one hundred of the underwriters formally
created the ociety of loyds. ver 00 years since dward loyd
began serving information along with coffee, loyds of ondon has
grown into a leading supplier of specialist insurance.
f course, you might protest, that s the birth of insurance, not
ris management. ut the two concepts are intertwined. Insurance
is an answer to the problem of ris . It s illustrative to see that at
the very birth of the ris and ris management, information was
critical to the process. ven if sea merchants lac ed the informa
tion or ability to mitigate their ha ards by redesign (i.e. change the
weather so their ships would avoid storms), they gained some idea
of what to avoid.
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As we return to the history of ris , we need to connect the birth of
ris and ris management to its formal adoption and implementation
in healthcare. o do that, we have to leap forward several hundred
years to the malpractice crisis of the 1 0s and 1 0s. uring that
time, verdicts and settlements against hospitals and other health
care institutions threatened to overwhelm their nancial reserves.
is management became a way to address the threat of litigation.
While at rst this was a defensive, reactive move, a way to shield
the institution from litigation and losses, eventually healthcare
institutions began to use ris management proactively
Pro essionals with clinical ex erience were hired with the ho e that
they could identi y the systemic ro lems in s eci c clinical areas
rimarily o stetrics anesthesia and the emergency de artment
engage clinicians and educate them a out the need to modi y s eci c
eha iors and wor colla orati ely with others on the clinical and
administrati e teams to hel design en ironments that would e
more conduci e to the deli ery o sa e care
When the reports of the Institute of edicine, o rr is u
man
and Crossing the Quality Chasm
were issued in 2000 and
2001, respectively, both the public and healthcare professionals ali e
were shoc ed by the fre uency and severity of medical errors. hat
heightened awareness motivated the healthcare eld to search for
new tools to combat and prevent medical errors. is management
became one of the new tools to address the problem.
In healthcare, the oint Commission recommended the use of
ris management as part of the atient afety ovement. Its ac
creditation guidelines for 2002 included a re uirement that health
care organi ations should perform at least one ailure ode ffects
Analysis (
A) each year
. Also in response to patient safety
issues, the Institute for ealthcare Improvement (I I) began provid
ing education, training, and support for
A via its website
.
In addition, the eterans Affairs National Center for atient afety
supported the use of
A throughout its healthcare institutions .
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inally, still another thread of history helped bring ris man
agement into healthcare institutions global standards courtesy
of I . ong accepted by industry, I
sets rigorous guidelines
for processes and products mar eted worldwide. Adherence to I
standards is often a de acto re uirement for businesses to compete
globally. As I
standards were e panded and applied to more and
different segments of industry, they developed standards for ris
management in edical evices (I
1
1) . he medical device
industry, already an industry where litigation worries mandated a
robust analysis of potential design aws and device ha ards, found
that the ris management techni ues married well with their e
isting efforts to improve uality. rom the medical device industry
to the medical device mar etplace was only a small step. Already
I
1 1
had speci ed particular re uirements for uality and
competence in medical laboratories. A further standard, I
22
10 , speci ed techni ues for the eduction of error through is
anagement and continual improvement.
or laboratories outside the
,I
standards often replace,
supplement, or substitute for local government regulations. ome
countries simply point to I
standards and adopt them in their
entirety for accreditation of medical laboratories. In the
, how
ever, I
standards have not been widely adopted because the C IA
regulations have been dominant. With the C IA inal ule in 200
and the subse uent proposal for
uivalent Quality Control prac
tices, the door opened wide for alternative uality regulations. aced
with scienti c and professional debate about the ade uacy of the
new QC guidelines, C I began to develop an alternate approach
for de ning QC lans based on ris management guidelines that
adhered to the I
standards. hese C I guidelines are intended
to supplement, if not replace, the C IA guidelines for QC. C
will decide whether the new ris based QC guidelines can be used
to provide e uivalent uality testing.

hat is

isk

is is both a noun and verb, a concept and an action. We can ta e
ris s and we can ris disaster. We can speculate that analytical
error is one of the biggest ris s in laboratory testing. We can try to
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Identif ing ailure

odes

What tools can be used to identify failure modes
An essential part of ris analysis is identifying what might go
wrong, i.e., the potential failure modes in the process under study.
he process should rst be diagrammed to clarify how the process
wor s. Ne t, each step of the process should be e amined to iden
tify what might go wrong. he techni ue for doing this begins with
brainstorming by the pro ect team to identify potential failure modes,
then summari ing and organi ing those potential failure modes us
ing a cause and effect diagram, also nown as a shbone diagram.

In any ris analysis methodology, the process of interest must
rst be diagrammed to identify the critical steps or operations, as
described in the previous chapter. he ne t step in the methodology
is to identify potential failure modes, i.e., what might go wrong and
cause a delay or an error in reporting a test result. he identi ca
tion of failure modes often ma es use of brainstorming, followed by
a graphical summary by shbone diagram two tools that will be
described in this chapter. ater chapters will consider the prioriti a
tion of failure modes to assess their relative importance and guide
efforts to reduce the ris s of failures, the identi cation of root causes
of the high priority failure modes, and the utili ation of ris control
option analysis (I
C I terminology) 1
or process redesign
strategies ( C terminology)
to eliminate causes when possible,
detect failures and implement corrective actions for recovery, and
reduce the ris of patient harm by providing information for the
safe use of test results.
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Patient testing rocess
he overall patient testing process involves many steps and can be
e tremely complicated. o simplify any ris analysis pro ect, it will be
critical to con ne the pro ect to a part of the patient testing process,
otherwise the pro ect may become unmanageable (i.e. the scope will
be so large as to be overwhelmed by a multitude of failure modes).
An overview of the patient testing process is shown in igure 11 1,
which outlines two ma or processes the clinical testing process
and the laboratory testing process, the latter often called the total
testing process by the personnel in a medical laboratory.
his
laboratory process consists of the pre analytic, analytic, and post
analytic phases of the patient testing process. It typically begins
with the receipt of an order for a test and ends with the report of
results. his is the way personnel outside the laboratory usually
see the laboratory a department or blac bo with an input for
test re uisitions and an output for test results. heir focus is on
the clinical testing process, or the pre pre analytic and post post
analytic phases of the patient testing process, though they won t
necessarily describe it using this terminology.
In applying ris analysis in a medical laboratory, it will be
critical to delineate the scope of the pro ect, particularly whether
it crosses the departmental boundaries between the clinical and
laboratory processes. Across department pro ects will re uire a
more diverse and larger team. or e ample, pro ects on patient
identi cation and test turnaround time are inherently dif cult be
cause of the number of people and departments that are involved.
ven within the laboratory, it is necessary to carefully delineate the
start and stop steps to narrow the focus when possible to a primary
phase. or e ample, when the purpose of the ris analysis pro ect
is to develop an Analytic QC lan, the focus will be primarily on the
analytic phase of the laboratory testing process. till, there could be
overlap with the pre analytic phase related to sample uality and
overlap with the post analytic phase related to implementation of
control mechanisms (e.g., delta chec s), review of test reports, and
provision of information for safe use via the I or I . he pro
ect team may need some representation from different areas in the
laboratory department.
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Clinical Testing Process
START
Pre-Pre-Analytic
Collect patient info
Select test
Prepare patient
Enter test orders

YES

Need
Laboratory
Test?

Post-Post-Analytic
Review test reports
Interpret test results
Plan treatment
Treat patient

NO

END

Pre-Analytic
Receive test order
Identify patient
Collect specimen
Transport specimen
Process specimen
Prepare samples
Distribute samples

Analytic
Receive & Inspect samples
Prepare reagents & controls
Setup analyzer
Calibrate method
Analyze samples
Verify analyzer operation
Check QC
Release test results

Post-Analytic
Review test results
Monitor quality
Add safety information
Enter in patient record
Transmit test reports

Laboratory Testing Process
Figure 11-1. Diagram of the patient testing process, showing the clinical
testing process (composed of the pre-pre-analytic and post-post-analytic
phases) and the laboratory testing process (composed of the pre-analytic,
analytic, and post-analytic phases).
his big picture of the patient testing process should provide
the frame of reference for narrowing the focus of any ris analysis
pro ect. Ne t, a more detailed description in the form of a owchart
is needed of the speci c process of interest. his chapter focuses on
the analytic phase of the patient testing process and the identi ca
tion of potential failure modes that lead to delayed test results and
delayed patient diagnosis or treatment.
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Anal tic testing rocess
he analytic phase begins with the receipt of samples and ends with
the release of test results, as shown in igure 11 2.
Receive Samples

Prepare reagents ,
calibrators, &
controls

Inspect samples

Setup analyzer &
Perform function
checks

Samples
adequate?

NO

Re-process,
Re-collect

YES

Calibrate &
Verify analyzer
performance

NO

Analyzer
Ready?
YES

Analyze samples &
controls

Analyzer
performance
OK?

Repeat tests

NO

Trouble-shoot,
Take corrective
action

YES

Release test
results

Post-analytic
review

Figure 11-2. Flowchart for the analytic phase of an example laboratory testing
process.
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stimating etection and
esidual isks
o

aluating

should the ris mitigations be tested and e aluated

After identifying the ris mitigation strategies or redesign
options for addressing the high priority failure modes, the effective
ness of the redesigned process should be tested and evaluated. or
laboratory applications where the redesigned process is actually an
Analytic QC lan, the residual ris s should be evaluated to determine
acceptability. he oint Commission and I
provide some guid
ance on how to test the process, but little useful advice for udging
the acceptability of residual ris s. he laboratory should assure
that the ris s are acceptable for the particular clinical or medical
applications of the tests performed. In the case of laboratory tests,
uality re uirements can be de ned for the intended use of each
test, the detection of control mechanisms can be characteri ed by
their probabilities of re ection, ris can be estimated in the form of
a defect rate, and the residual ris s can be described in terms of the
number of potentially harmful patient test results.

his step is described as analy ing and testing the redesigned
rocess in the oint Commission ( C) methodology 1 . he gen
eral approaches recommended include pilot testing, simulations,
and a er testing which in this case means preparing a second
A. All these approaches have some utility in the evaluation
of an Analytic QC lan in a medical laboratory if they are focused
on estimation of detection and evaluation of the ris s that remain
after implementation of the controls, i.e., residual ris s. I
1 1
2 provides additional guidance on how this might be done, recom
mending studies that include the introduction of failure modes or
error conditions, or simulated challenges, and in the case of QC
procedures, alidation may e ased on statistical e aluation o the
simulated e ects o im recision and or ias on actual er ormance
data o tained in routine o erating conditions
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he combined C and I
guidance suggests the following
approaches for analy ing and testing an Analytic QC lan
1.

valuate a manufacturer s information on the performance
of built in controls, which should be based on e perimental
studies to characteri e their detection.

2. Characteri e QC performance for stable sample and patient
data control procedures on the basis of simulated effects of
errors and estimate detection for medically important errors.
.

repare a second
A using a factor ris model that
includes the estimates of detection for the various controls in
order to evaluate residual ris s.

It is important to distinguish the two uses of
As. In the
earlier step, a
A was used to rioriti e the failure modes that
were then addressed by ris mitigation actions. In the latter step,
the purpose is to e aluate the e ecti eness o those ris mitigation
actions and determine the acce ta ility o the residual ris s that
remain. C provides little guidance on how to ma e this decision.
I
1
1
and C I , describe ris acceptability matrices
that are ualitative (and somewhat arbitrary). And though they
tal about clinically acce ta le ris or medically acce ta le ris ,
the guidelines provide no uantitative relationship between the
acceptability matri and de nitions of the uality needed for the
intended clinical and medical use of laboratory tests. espite the
ris numbers, it boils down to a personal decision (or a committee
vote). ou (or the team) decide that the ris is o ay, based on your
udgment.
here should be a more uantitative, ob ective way to do this.
Analytic QC lans should incorporate a de nition of the allowable
total error for the uality re uired for a test. he e pected defect
rate provides a rational metric for estimating the ris due to delayed
and or erroneous test results. efect rate can be used to calculate
the number of test results that are potentially harmful to patients,
which provides an understandable estimate of residual ris . In this
way, laboratories can ma e an informed udgment on the accept
ability of residual ris s, rather than resorting to an arbitrary ris
acceptability matri .
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aluate the manufacturer’s information a out uilt in
controls
Ideally, a manufacturer will disclose the ris analysis studies that
describe the effectiveness of its built in controls, but remember a
manufacturer is not re uired to do this. If such information is not
available, it may be possible for a medical laboratory to estimate
detection for some of these controls by performing the appropriate
e perimental studies. or e ample, the effectiveness of serum indices
for detection of abnormal sample conditions could be determined
in the laboratory by preparing a series of samples having different
levels of hemolysis, lipemia, and bilirubin. uch e periments would
be a natural part of the method validation studies that should be
performed in the laboratory.
perimental testing of other built in
controls might be possible but will be more dif cult. It would be
much better if the manufacturer performed that testing and provided
clear documentation.
If this information is not available from the manufacturer, then
the laboratory must implement at least one independent control.
And if this ris information is not presented in a practically useful
manner (for instance, in terms of a defect rate), laboratories will have
little ability to understand the residual ris s again pointing to a
need for at least one independent control mechanism whose detec
tion can be determined and optimi ed for the intended use of the
test and the performance of the method. he easiest independent
control mechanism in your laboratory is QC. With a statistical QC
procedure, you can determine its detection and eri y the attainment
o the intended uality o results in your laboratory.

Characteri e
rocedures

C detection of statistical control

In evaluating the effectiveness of a QC lan, a laboratory should
optimi e the probability of detecting medically important errors (true
alarms) and minimi e the probability of false error detection (false
alarms)
.
anufacturers are e pected to provide information
about the performance of their electronic chec s, built in controls,
and integrated li uid controls. aboratories, li ewise, must consider
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Im lementing Anal tical
o

C Plans

do you im lement a QC Plan

Implementation of an Analytic QC lan may be done using
manual tools, of ine computer tools, or online data processing tools.
he available tools will depend on software that resides in an ana
lytic system, computeri ed wor stations, middleware, aboratory
Information ystem ( I ), or ospital Information ystem ( I ).
Implementation may involve ualitative, semi uantitative, or
uantitative applications of i igma is Analysis. he comple
ity of the analytic systems and the capabilities of the laboratory
analysts will affect how ris analysis is applied and how QC lans
are implemented in the medical laboratory.

Applications of i
igma is Analysis depend on the re
sources available in an individual laboratory, particularly the data
analysis programs and information systems for managing the testing
processes. anual systems may be suf cient for low volume labo
ratories and oint of Care applications, but computer support will
be needed for high volume testing and comple analytic systems.
Computer support may be found in the analytic system itself, of
ine and or online programs. As the volume and comple ity of the
testing processes increase, online tools that are integrated into the
uality management process become increasingly important. iven
the many different analytic systems and the many different data
processing con gurations, the capabilities for implementing QC
lans will vary with the systems available to your laboratory. In
the discussion here, we use the terms ualitative, semi uantitative,
and uantitative to refer to the rigor of the ris analysis methodol
ogy and the ob ectivity in the estimation of ris , not to identify the
type of laboratory tests (i.e. ualitative or uantitative lab tests).
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ualitati e risk a

lications

et s start with the simplest case of a manual method that performs
only one test. his category applies to many oint of Care devices and
hysician f ce aboratories. he test systems are often waived,
which means there are minimal regulatory re uirements, usually
only that the laboratory must follow the manufacturer s instructions
for use. Nevertheless, a good uality system re uires that method
performance be validated, which should include the de nition of
the uality re uirements for the intended clinical use of the test.
With the information on the uality re uirement for the test and the
precision and accuracy observed for the method, the QC procedure
should be designed to assure detection of medically important errors.
Ne t particular failure modes and events that re uire testing of
control materials should be identi ed to determine when controls
need to be analy ed (the basic safety net for catching errors).
he manufacturer s recommended control mechanisms should be
reviewed, along with regulatory and accreditation re uirements, to
de ne a QC lan. he lan should specify fre uency of monitoring,
corrective action and recovery procedures, and reporting guidelines
that include information for safety.
or simple applications, method validation should include
e periments for reportable range, replication, comparison of meth
ods, and veri cation of reference intervals. ata analysis may be
performed using an electronic spreadsheet or Internet tools, such as
the method validation calculators provided on the Westgard website
(www.westgard.com). ecisions on acceptable performance depend
on the de nition of the uality re uired for the intended use, which
may be different in oint of Care applications and hysician f ce
aboratories. Calculation of a igma metric helps the decision
ma ing process, as well as the selection of an appropriate QC
procedure using the igma etric QC election tool from C I C2
1 . Control charts can be prepared for manual plotting of control
measurements and should include a tabular record of any changes
to the process and all corrective actions. ther control mechanisms
recommended by the manufacturer should be integrated into the
QC lan and documented in the control records. perator training
should include training on all of the control mechanisms included
in the QC lan.
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Westgard QC Order Form Westgard QC, 7614 Gray Fox Trail, Madison WI 53717
CALL 1-608-833-4718 if you wish to pay by purchase order or other means. Fax: 608-833-0640 or 203-389-6753
Item

Price (US$)

Quantity

Subtotal

Westgard software and reference manuals
EZ Rules® 3 QC Design software

$695.00

NEW! Six Sigma Risk Analysis
(save $20 if you order before September 30th)

$90.00
$70.00

Six Sigma Quality Design & Control, 2nd Edition

$90.00

Assuring the Right Quality Right (Advanced Quality Management)

$90.00

Basic QC Practices manual, 3rd Edition (most popular)

$80.00

Basic Method Validation, 3rd Edition

$80.00

Basic Planning for Quality

$60.00

CLIA Final Rules for Quality manual

$60.00

Westgard Online Courses
Introduction to Risk Analysis for the Laboratory (4 credits)

$155.00

Quality Management and Design of Analytical Systems (5 credits)

$75.00

"Westgard Rules" and Levey-Jennings Charts mini-course (3 credits)

$75.00

Basic QC Practices – complete online course (14 credits)

$135.00

Basic Method Validation – complete online course (15 credits)

$175.00
Grand Subtotal

Shipping & Handling: Within US = $9
Canada & Mexico = Add 10%; Europe, Asia, & all other countries = Add 20%
Sales Tax (Add 5.5% in WI, 6.0% in CT)
GRAND TOTAL

Save more when you order online! Visit http://www.westgard.com/store.htm
to see specials and coupons available only online
Your Name
Institution
Department
Street Address
City

State

Zip Code

Country
Business Phone/Business Fax
E-mail Address
Credit Card Type (circle one)
Credit Card Number

VISA

Mastercard

American Express
Exp. Date

Signature

**Westgard QC ships domestic orders via US Priority Mail with Delivery Confirmation.
For other shipping methods, please call. Fax this to 608-833-0640 or 203-389-6753.

